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Abstract: Implementing crosscutting concerns for transactions is difficult, even using aspect-oriented programming languages such
as AspectJ. Many of these challenges arise because the context of a transaction-related crosscutting concern consists of
loosely-coupled abstractions like dynamically-generated identifiers, timestamps, and tentative value sets of distributed resources.
Current aspect-oriented programming languages do not provide joinpoints and pointcuts for weaving advice into high-level
abstractions or contexts, like transaction contexts. To address these problems, we propose an extension to AspectJ framework, called
TransJ, that allows developers to define pointcuts in terms of transaction abstractions and that automatically keeps track of context
information for transactions. This paper describes TransJ as an abstract independent framework for weaving crosscutting concerns
into high-level runtime abstractions, with which developers can implement transaction-related crosscutting concerns in modular,
cohesive and loosely coupled transaction-aware aspects. Finally, this paper presents eight different ways in which TransJ can
improve the reuse with preserving the performance of applications requiring transactions. Informally, these hypotheses are that
TransJ yields (1) better encapsulation and separation of concern; (2) looser coupling and less scattering; (3) higher cohesion and less
tangling; (4) reduces complexity; (5) improves obliviousness; (6) preserves efficiency; (7) improves extensibility; and (8) hastens the
productivity. A brief discussion of experiment to test the hypotheses is provided, but the details of the experiment are left for another
paper.
Key words: AOP, AspectJ, transaction, joinpoint model, context, crosscutting concern, encapsulation, high-level abstractions,
modularity, reuse.

1. Introduction
DTPSs (Distributed transaction processing systems)
can be unnecessarily complex when crosscutting
concerns, e.g., logging, concurrency controls,
transaction management, and access controls, are
scattered throughout the transaction processing logic
or tangled into otherwise cohesive modules. A
challenge with the implementation of DTPS is that
some properties and functionalities cannot be easily
encapsulated and localized into loosely coupled
abstractions, which increases the complexity of the
system. Other challenges stem from the essential
Corresponding author: Anas AlSobeh, Ph.D., assistant
professor, research fields: aspect-oriented programming and
distributed systems.

complexity in the nature of the data, operations on the
data, or the volume of data, and accidental complexity
comes from the way that the problem is being solved,
even using common transaction frameworks [1].
OO (Object Orientation) encourages encapsulation
of design decisions and therefore leans towards
distributing responsibilities across the various types of
objects. OO has proven to be effective in modeling
common hierarchical behaviors, but falls short in
modeling behaviors that span (i.e., crosscut) multiple
unrelated modules (i.e., contexts) [2]. Attempts to
implement such crosscutting concerns in OOP
(Object-Oriented Programming) often result in
systems that are difficult to reuse or maintain: this is
where AOP (Aspect-Oriented Programming) comes in
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Ref. [3]. AOP encapsulates crosscutting concerns in
first-class software components, called aspects [3]. An
aspect is an ADT (Abstract Data Type) and very much
like a class in OOP and an aspect instance is like an
object, except that an aspect defines special methods,
called advices, which are automatically woven into the
core application according to specifications, called
pointcuts. A pointcut identifies a set of joinpoints—a
logical intervals in the execution flow of the system
where and when weaving of advice takes place. Each
joinpoint begins and ends relative to static places in
the source code, called shadows[4]. Weaving is the
process of composing core functionality modules with
aspects, thereby yielding a working system [3].
However, the difference between AOP and OOP is
that AOP offers better abstractions for separating
crosscutting concerns from core functionality that do
require core functionality to dependent on crosscutting
concerns in any way. An AO (Aspect-Oriented)
developer should be able to add/remove aspects
to/from a project without changes to any other code.
Some authors refer to this as a principle, called
obliviousness [6].
AspectJ is an extension to the JPL (Java
Programming Language), which provides separate
mechanisms for defining an aspect and specifying its
interaction with an underlying system [7]. It allows
application programmers to weave advice for the logic
of crosscutting concerns into the execution of
code-based
contexts,
such
as
constructor
calls/executions, method calls/executions, class
attribute references, and exceptions [8]. AspectJ, like
many other existing AOPLs (AOP Languages) and
frameworks, suffers from the lack of capabilities that
would handle high-level runtime abstractions;
therefore, it does not directly allow behaviors to be
woven into more abstract contexts, such as
transactions. The transaction represents a major
crosscutting concern in DTPSs because it is difficult
to encapsulate and modularize with current
technologies. Even though transactions core concepts

in many distributed systems, they are rarely treated as
a first-class programming concept. Consequentially,
the logic for transactions is, in general, scattered or
spread across several units of the DTPS [12]. Thus,
when changes occur to that logic, there can be a large
ripple effect on the whole system.
A transaction is a set of operations on shared
resources, such that its execution results in either the
successful completion of all operations or the
completion of no operation. Besides this
all-or-nothing property, called atomicity, transactions
are consistent, isolated, and durable, meaning that
persistent data will only change from one valid state to
another; that other concurrent transactions cannot see
the effects of a transaction until it is completed; and,
that effects of a transaction become persistent after
completion, even if there is system failure. Together,
Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability are
often referred to as the ACID properties [6].
Distributed transactions are transactions, but their
operations execute on multiple host machines, ideally
with improved throughput. From a logical perspective,
a distributed transaction can be a flat sequence of
operations or a hierarchy of sub-transactions, also
known as nested transactions. In the latter case, nested
transactions may execute concurrently and
sequentially.
Regardless of whether a distributed transaction is a
flat or nested transactions, it is an ephemeral concept
that spans multiple execution threads and operations
and may use a variety of distributed resources.
Therefore, from an execution-timeline perspective, it
may seem non-contiguous and unevenly spread out. A
transaction’s context is not tied to code constructs,
like constructors and methods, in a single thread of
execution; rather, it consists of loosely coupled
abstractions like dynamically generated identifiers,
timestamps, and tentative value sets for distributed
resources. This makes it very difficult for
aspect-oriented developers to localize and encapsulate
crosscutting concerns that apply to transactions as
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execution units.
This paper provides a foundation for developing an
extension to AspectJ, called TransJ, that allows
application programmers to weave aspect behaviour
for transaction-related crosscutting concerns into a
DTPS in a productive, modular and reusable way,
while preserving performance, core functionality and
obliviousness to crosscutting concerns. TransJ offers a
framework, independent the underlying transaction
framework that allows Aspect-Oriented developers to
treat transactions as first-class concepts into which
compilers can weave transaction-related crosscutting
concerns. Specifically, it defines interesting time
points/places for when/where the crosscutting
concerns might augment an application’s core
functional or the underlying transaction processing
system. To establish this extension, we captured key
transaction events and context information in a
conceptual model, called UMJDT (Unified Model for
Joinpoints of Distributed Transactions) [15]. The
implementation perspective of TransJ utilizes the JTA
(Java Transaction API) standards, which is the de
facto standard in the Sun Java Enterprise Edition
(J2EE) for handling distributed transaction
development today. Section 2 provides a high-level

Fig. 1
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overview of a conceptual model that provides a
theoretical foundation for TransJ, namely its
transaction jointpoints and contexts. Section 3
provides a high-level explanation of TransJ
architecture. Section 4 discusses the lower-level
design, implementation of TransJ, base aspects central
to core TransJ’s implementation. To validate TransJ,
we have created a library of reusable aspects for
common transaction-related crosscutting concerns and
have applied them to a variety of sample systems and
then it discusses how application programmers can
write their own transaction aspects. Based on initial
theoretic notions, we hypothesize that developers
should see reuse improvements while preserving the
software performance relative to eight hypotheses
discussed in Section 6. Related work is presented in
Section 7. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the current
state of TransJ and outlines our future work.

2. A High-Level Overview of Umjdt
Fig. 1 shows part of the UML model, called the
UMJDT (Unified Model for Joinpoints in Distributed
Transactions). It describes a common conceptual
understanding about transactions to encapsulate any
complex relationship, which can exist in a DTPS, and

Part of the Unified Model for joinpoints in distributed transactions.
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captures the key ideas for new transaction joinpoints
and related context information. Specifically, it unifies
DTPS concepts related to (a) transactions in general,
(b) the kinds of information that comprise their
context, and (c) events that represent interesting time
points/places for when/where the crosscutting
concerns might augment an application’s core
functional or the underlying transaction processing
system.
Overall UMJDT describes transaction-related
joinpoints and context information that make the most
sense for DTPS’s, therefore, it’s considered as a
foundation for weaving transaction aspects into
high-level abstractions, i.e., transactions, in TransJ.
The implementation of TransJ included an
implementation of UMJDT that provided the ability to
weave advice into transaction program execution
before, after, or around complete transactions or
individual transaction operations.
In general, UMJDT serves as a base for formalizing
transaction joinpoints, which fall into three general
categories: transaction joinpoints, operation joinpoints,
and concurrency control joinpoints. They are
represented five new types of joinpoints for DTPS’s:
outer transaction, inner transaction, resource locked,
locking, and operation joinpoints. These joinpoints
represent alogical intervals of time in a flow of

execution and have a beginning and an end. Each type
of joinpoint is referenced to a specific context that
holds all the relevant statics and runtime information
for it. For more details on the UMJDT design and
examples are given in Ref. [15].

3. A High-Level Overview of TransJ’s
Architecture
TransJ represents a set of principles that provide an
independent abstract framework, which enables
separating of complex transaction concerns into
manageable, cohesive and coherent concepts. Fig. 2
shows an architectural block diagram of TransJ, in
which the colored blocks represent relevant
conceptual layers, and arrows depict dependencies
among these layers. It describes the TransJ’s design at
a higher level, with adopting a strategy of top-down to
the design of the TransJ with a layered architectural
design [16], in which each layer embodies a reusable
function or the logical component and provides
services to the layer above it and uses the services of
the layer below it. Thus, TransJ enables
aspect-oriented developers to treat transactions as
first-class concepts into which AspectJ framework can
weave crosscutting concerns in a modular way, i.e.,
transaction
aspects.
This
promotes
greater
enhancements, obliviousness, localization along with

Application-Level Aspects
Reusable Aspects
Core TransJ Infrastructure
Pointcuts
Base Advices
Base Aspects
Context Tracking Joinpoint Tracking

Application Server
Fig. 2

The architectural pattern to TransJ.

JTA

AspectJ

UMJDT
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code reusability while preserving the performance.
The following sub-sections provide some necessary
details about each of the layers in the order from top
to bottom, that will ultimately set the stage to assess
whether the benefits are achieved. The following
sub-sections provide some necessary details about
each of the layers.
3.1 Application-Level Aspect Layer
This layer is an abstraction layer that contains a set
of common transaction-related aspects, which
encapsulate base-application requirements. The
aspects of this layer are aspects of aspects. In other
words, we can build application-level aspects either by
extending the abstract aspects provided by the
reusable aspects or/and base aspects in core TransJ.
Application-level aspects can use directly either the
base aspects or the abstractions provided by TransJ to
access metadata that related to transactions, operations
and the affected resources that are pulled by context
trackers. This type of information can describe the
expected behavior of the transaction with respect to
the context in which it is running such as lock context,
operation context, or transaction context [15].
In
[@@reference@@],
we
show
that
application-level aspects that are easy-to-code, more
reusable, understandable, predictable, flexible and
modular than similar concerns, which programmed in
AspectJ or OOP approach.
3.2 Reusable Aspect Layer
The definition of the reusable layer within the scope
of TransJ is a layer responsible for providing a set of
helpful
aspects
that
encapsulate
common
transaction-related crosscutting concerns and exposing
relevant context data that application aspects must
consider once weaving advices. Overall the reusable
aspects represent general crosscutting concerns
commonly found in applications with significant
transaction requirements, and therefore can be woven
in DTPSs where a transaction-related concern is
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applicable. In other words, this layer represents a
toolkit-like collection of transaction aspects that
developers should find useful for in several of DTAs
(Distributed Transaction Applications). These
reusable aspects depend on a set of the core TransJ
aspects that can decrease the development time to
program application-level aspects, and make them
more understandable, reusable, predictable, and
oblivious. To ensure that is done effectively, we need
appropriate, precise specifications of such aspects that
can then be used to understand the behavior of the
DTPSs and introduce behaviors into complex like
nested distributed transactions. The core TransJ
provides specifications for reusable aspects. This kind
of aspect is conceptually inspired from the key
transaction joinpoints defined in the UMJDT.
3.3 Core TransJ Infrastructure Layer
The core TransJ is a library that introduces a
transaction JPM on top of AspectJ JPM. It consists of
components for tracking transaction contexts and
joinpoints; base aspects that core transaction
abstractions; and a collection of pointcuts for
transaction events and operations. The base aspects
include base advices that embody and augment the
behavior of a transaction; and a collection of pointcuts
for gathering context information that can be used in
the advice code.
We specify the behavior of transaction aspects in
terms abstraction concepts that to any DTPS built
using JTA and XA specifications [18]. These abstract
aspects define one or more pointcuts and items of
advices that will execute when transaction reaches
joinpoints matching these pointcuts.
The Context and Joinpoint tracking (i.e., trackers)
encapsulate hooks into the underlying transactions
subsystems, such as JTA transaction and UMJDT
transaction, in which pull relevant context information
for transaction base aspects and keep track the start
and end points of the joinpoint. If those changes, one
only needs to replace or extend these trackers. The
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base aspects make use of the context information
provided by the context tracking and allow reusable or
application-level aspects specific to individual
transactions. The joinpoints defined in the TransJ core
infrastructure give the reusable aspect and
application-level aspect convenience, reusable
pointcuts for transactional joinpoints. A software
developer that wants to use transaction-related aspects
simply has to include this library in the project.
3.4 JTA (Java Transaction API)
JTA is another foundation part of TransJ
architecture. It offers a procedural interface to
transactions and resources, including several methods
that allows an application programmer to start, join,
commit, and abort transactions [18]. Begin operation,
which starts a new transaction or a nested transaction
within an already ongoing one; commit operation,
which attempts to commit the current transaction;
abort operation, which forces the transaction to
rollback, and more. In addition, it provides
multithreaded transaction models provide additional
operations to allow threads to join an ongoing
transaction (join operation), which allows the calling
thread to join the transaction with the current
transaction context. TransJ’s pointcuts tied to the JTA
constructs.

4. Design and Implementation of a TransJ
Tool Set
Fig. 3 shows a UML paradigm that represents the
general architecture of TransJ along with some
fundamental
transaction-related
concepts
and
functions. Specifically shows low-level aspects—a set
of small well defined aspects that providing a specific
cohesive sub-functionality, high-level joinpoints,
high-level contexts, and trackers. The following
subsections provide the details.
4.1 Transaction Joinpoints and Contexts
The motivation for the Joinpoints in TransJ rests on

offering places and times where/when advice can be
executed [15]. In AspectJ, they correspond to
constructors, methods, attributes, and exceptions. In
TransJ, they correspond to abstractions that may span
into interleaved multi-threaded, modules or distributed
hosts. The UMJDT serves as a foundation for
formalizing transaction joinpoints, which fall into
three general categories: transaction joinpoints,
operation joinpoints, and concurrency control
joinpoints. These categories refer to three different
contexts: transaction context, operation context, lock
context, respectively [15].
Fig. 3 presents a general joinpoint that is labeled by
TransJP that encompasses the logical connection
between transaction-event joinpoints. It is carried out
generic transaction joinpoints, such as creating
transaction-event joinpoints and finding where a
specific transaction is involved. Each event can be
associated with many other events, with at most one
thread. One transaction can have multiple threads, and
a host can process multiple transactions concurrently.
For example, in a distributed nested transaction
system, a transaction T1 can begin executing on the
thread Th#1 which corresponds to a begin event, and
then allows the transaction to commit or abort for
some other thread Th#2.
The green boxes in the figure are TransJ classes
that implement joinpoints for different kinds of
contexts. Such joinpoints offer a natural abstraction in
term of events, enable the explicit definition of
complex crosscuts by means of event pattern, and
accommodate very general behaviors of a transaction.
Overall TransJP represents a joinpoint for the entire
execution transaction, as well as joinpoints for a
sequence of sub-transactions within a transaction
scope, for a sequence of operations within an
operation scope, and for lock/release concurrency
operations within a lock scope. TransJP defines three
event types: begin event, commit event, and abort
event. The begin event is when something happens at
a particular point, i.e., begin point, related to the setting
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Part of the TransJ Event, joinpoint, context and aspects.

up of transaction flow control. The commit or abort
event is when something happens at a particular point,
i.e., commit or abort point, related to the end of the
transaction execution flow. These events are mapped
to three event joinpoints, respectively: BeginEventJP,
CommitEventJP or AbortEventJP. Each one
implements a single joinpoint for an individual

transaction event. BeginEventJP represents an
execution point of the code into which advice can be
woven, when TransJP related to the begin event of the
transaction occurs in the transaction system.
CommitEventJP or AbortEventJP represents an
execution point of the code into which advice can be
woven, when TransJP related to the commit or
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rollback event transaction, respectively, occurs in the
transaction system. TransJP is specialized into five
types
of
joinpoints:
InnerTransactionJP,
OuterTransactionJP, LockingJP, ResourceLockedJP,
and OperationJP. InnerTransactionJP represents the
region of code or period during which a specific
transaction code is executed, where advice can be
woven in, when TransJP occurs after the begin event
and before the commit/abort event (prior the end of
the transaction execution flow.) OuterTransactionJP
represents the region of code or period during which a
specific transaction code is called, where advice can
be woven in, when TransJP occurs before the begin
event and after the commit/abort event (after the
transaction has completed.) Inner/Outer transaction
joinpoints have direct access to the target transaction’s
context, where the woven advices occur before, after
or around these joinpoints. They refer to a transaction
context concept, i.e., TransactionContext, which
contains the relevant transaction information that is
delivered at execution time to a proper transaction
knowledge, as shown in Fig. 3.
The UMJDT states that every commit or abort
event must have a corresponding begin event. In other
words, a begin event can exist without a commit or
abort event, but not conversely. The events of these
kinds of joinpoints are capable of keeping track of
transactions that occur in multiple threads within
distributed transactions.
LockingJP represents a joinpoint for acquiring the
resources used to perform a particular transaction
operation. In other words, it represents the region of
code or the period during which a specific transaction
code region is executed, where advice can be woven
in, starting when a begin lock request event is sent to
the resource manager/lock manager and ending when
the lock request event is granted or refused. The
beginning and end of the lock request code are
associated with two events that are capable of keeping
track of the lock request within the lock context, as
shown in Fig. 3. BeginLockEventJP represents an

execution point of the code, where advice can be
woven into, when LockingJP runs before executing a
set lock event for acquiring the specified resource
within the lock context associated with the target
transaction. EndLockEventJP represents an execution
point of the code, where advice can be woven in,
when LockingJP runs in place of a set lock event to
get the lock that has been granted or refused for the
specified resource within the lock context associated
with the target transaction.
ResourceLockedJP represents a joinpoint for
complete a lock is held. Therefore, it is the region of
code or the period during which a specific transaction
code region is executed, where advice can be woven
in, when a hold event occurs after setting the lock and
end before releasing the lock. The demarcation points
of the resource locked joinpoint correspond to two
events that are capable of tracking the status of locked
resources associated with a target transaction within
the lock context. HoldEventJP represents an execution
point of the code, where advice can be woven in,
when a ResourceLockedJP occurs the after executing
a set lock event to hold the specified resource within
the lock context associated with the target transaction.
ReleaseEventJP represents an execution point of the
code, where advice can be woven in, when a
ResourceLockedJP occurs before executing a release
event to unlock the specified resource within the lock
context associated with the target transaction.
OperationJP represents a joinpoint for complete a
transaction operation. In other words, it represents the
region of code or period during which a specific
transaction operation code region is executed, where
advice can be woven in, when a transaction occurs
invoking any transaction method, (i.e., a method is
annotated with a transactional annotation) from within
the scope of a transaction, which indicates whether a
method will be executed within an operation context
associated with the target transaction. This joinpoint
contains
BeforeOperationEventJP
and
AfterOperationEventJP for keeping track of the status
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of all transaction operations. BeforeOperationEventJP
represents an execution point of the code, where
advice can be woven in, when an OperationJP occurs
before executing a reflective access to the information
about a transaction operation associated with the
target transaction. AfterOperationEventJP represents
an execution point of the code, where advice can be
woven in, when an OperationJP occurs after executing
the reflective access to the state available and
information about a transaction operation within the
operational context associated with the target
transaction.
TransJ can add transactions to the list of possible
contexts, which consist of loosely-coupled
abstractions. These contexts include various pieces of
interesting data and metadata that woven advice might
use, e.g., identifier, status, sets of tentative values,
rollback logs, snapshots, lock information, timestamps,
and other kinds of metadata. Each context includes the
location of the joinpoint and runtime information
about the transaction objects involved.
Fig. 3 presents the context as a composite class that
maintains a collection of sub-contexts in term of a tree
structure to represent part-whole hierarchies:
Transaction Context, Lock Context, and Operation
Context. These contexts represent concrete primitive
contexts; for example a lock context or an operation
context can be part of a transaction context, which in
turn can be part of the parent transaction context.
TransactionContext encapsulates the transaction
information that have to be shared among all the outer
and inner transaction joinpoints, such as transaction
identifier, starting time, commit time, abort time,
sub-transactions, status, timestamp, tentative values
for resources, etc. LockContext encapsulates the lock
information related to underlying resources along with
their transactions, such as a locked time, a released
time, time-out, status of shared resources, lock mode,
lock result, lock owner, tentative values to the update
resource, etc. This information has to be available to
the
LockingJP
and
ResourcelockedJP.
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OperationContext encapsulates information about the
sequence of the transaction operations in the
transaction’s body, and operations in progress, etc.
This information has to be available to the
OperationJP.
TransJ considers events of joinpoints as largely
independent, while a context considers them as
interrelated through its call transaction concepts that
would lead to a more reusable and robust
implementation. These events keep track and record
the transaction identifying information, e.g., the TID
(transaction identifier), for all types of joinpoints.
When advice executes, it can access the context
information about the joinpoint at which it was
invoked. Thus, the TransJ’s context is a dynamic and
depends on the target transaction objects involved in
the joinpoint.
4.2 Registry for Contexts
Transaction aspects dynamically gather context
information for all TransJ joinpoints. Advices can be
executed before, after, or around various contexts,
which can access joinpoint objects to obtain context
information, like a transaction’s start time, identifier,
status, or the underlying lock information. This task
can be facilitated if every context maintains a list of
all the transactions that have accessed it.
ContextJPRegistry provides this functionality by
keeping a list of all transaction-related contexts that
have interacted with the target transaction. On this,
ContextJPRegistry represents a repository for all
transaction-related contexts, which provide relevant
information for advices associated with the target
transaction at execution time.
For instance, when a joinpoint event occurs, e.g.,
BeginEventJP, TransJ creates an instance of a
joinpoint class, e.g., InnerTransactionJP, that further
correlates it with other events in the same joinpoint
associated with a target transaction, and then adds the
instance of the joinpoint to a relevant context, which
contains a collection of joinpoints of the target
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transaction, and then adds the context to the registry,
which contains a collection of contexts, i.e.,
ContextJPRegistry. When a joinpoint aspect, e.g.,
InnerOuterTransactionAspect, discovers a relevant
transaction joinpoint and correlates it with other
appropriate joinpoints that belong to the same
transaction as shown in Fig. 3.
4.3 Trackers
Behind the scenes, TransJ uses context gathering
mechanisms, namely joinpoint tracker aspects, that are
based on context-aware transaction abstractions and
employed joinpoint events to dynamically gather the
relevant information. The trackers work as monitors
[19] that perform pattern matching on transaction
events, to track individual events and to organize them
into high-level transaction-related contexts. Since the
monitoring of transactions is itself a crosscutting
concern, trackers are implemented as aspects that
weave the necessary monitoring logic into places
where a transaction event may take place. TransJ can
support many different kinds of transaction joinpoint
trackers, Figs. 4 and 5 show two special types of
trackers, namely TransactionJoinPointTracker and
ConcurrencyControlJoinpointTracker.
TransactionJoinPointTracker is an aspect that hides
transaction-related abstractions in the core transaction
application. It crosscuts begin, commit, abort, and
transaction operation “@transactional” abstractions
and defines a set of elegant and parameterized
pointcuts. These provide benefits for sharing states
between advices while overcoming the syntactic and
semantic variations, defined on standard JTA and
Arjuna pre-built libraries, i.e., javax.transaction and
com.arjuna.ats.arjuna. These pointcuts are rich enough
to encapsulate abstractions for transaction-related
concepts of the client and server sides, e.g.,
UserTransaction
and
TransactionManager,
respectively.
This aspect discovers a relevant joinpoint of the
transaction based on the knowledge of access

transactions, i.e., access to external transactions or
access to internal transactions. Hence, TransJ creates
seven clean, well-encapsulated transaction-related
abstractions for all kinds of types begin, commit,
rollback, and transactional annotation (shown in Fig.
4), summarized as follows: Transaction pointcuts for
begins: These pointcuts unify syntactic and semantic
variations in JTA libraries, i.e., JTA API and Arjuna
API, and crosscut outer and inner transaction begin
abstractions. Transaction pointcuts for commits and
aborts: These pointcuts unify syntactic and semantic
variations in JTA libraries, i.e., JTA API, and Arjuna
API, and crosscut outer and inner transaction commit
and abort abstractions, respectively.
ConcurrencyControlJoinpointTracker is an aspect
that hides concurrency control abstractions in core
transaction applications. This aspect crosscuts the
syntactic and semantic variations exist on standard
JTA like pre-built Arjuna library and unifies them into
a set of parameterized pointcuts in set lock and release
lock abstractions. These pointcuts are rich enough to
encapsulate and manage all concurrency-related
abstractions and styles related to the locking and
unlocking of shared resources in distributed
transactions. Hence, TransJ provides two clean,
well-encapsulated transaction-related abstractions for
setlock and doRelease constructs (shown in Fig. 5).
These are summarized as follows: Concurrency
Control pointcut for setlock: It crosscuts setlock
operation for the lock managers in Arjuna API while
requesting to hold a specified resource to the
associated transaction. Concurrency Control pointcut
for doRelease: It crosscuts doRelease operation
for the lock manager in Arjuna API while releasing a
lock of a specified resource from the associated
transaction.
4.4 Base Transaction Aspects
TransJ implements transaction-related crosscutting
concerns as aspects derived from transaction aspects
that cut through their respective joinpoint trackers.
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Fig. 4

A code snippet of TransactionJoinPointTracker.

Fig. 5

A code snippet of ConcurrencyControlJoinPointTracker.
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These aspects are derived from abstract
TransactionAspect, which provides high-level
concrete pointcuts that dynamically track different
transaction abstractions, as shown in Fig. 6.
The pointcuts in the TransactionAspect take a list of
objects as parameters, because this is how concrete
aspects based on these pointcuts can access
transaction-related context information. We bind
context data to pointcut variables, which can then be
used to parameterize advices. This allows concrete
aspects to be parameterized and configures different
joinpoints, which enable reusable aspects to be
customized in different contexts and thus increase the
reusability of aspects.
The base aspects consist of three distinct abstract
aspects correspond to three different kinds of contexts,
as mentioned earlier, and extend TransactionAspect
with pointcut abstractions that are meaningful to those
contexts (see Fig. 
6). On this, developers can create
their own application-level transaction aspects that
inherit from these aspects and include advice based on
these pointcuts.
InnerOuterTransactionAspect
extends
TransactionAspect with pointcuts for transaction
beginnings and the transaction ends as shown in Fig. 7.
It involves begin, commit and abort joinpoints to
demarcate the transaction scope. It defines six
pointcuts: iTransactionBegin 1 , iTransactionCommit,
2
iTransactionAbort,
oTransactionBegin
,
oTransactionCommit and oTransactionAbort. These
pointcuts crosscut TransactionJoinpointTracker to
establish a transaction context on the client application
and the application server sides of each executed
transaction. The oTransactionBegin creates an
OuterTransactionJP and instantiates a transaction
context.
The
oTransactionCommit
or

oTransactionAbort
retrieves
the
matching
OuterTransactionJP
from
the
target
TransactionContext in ContextJPRegistry and ends a
transaction after a client or transaction manager
invokes a commit or abort joinpoint event. The
iTransactionBegin creates an InnerTransactionJP and
starts a transaction when a client or transaction
manager executes a begin event, and then retrieves the
matching target TransactionContext from the
ContextJPRegistry and adds the InnerTransactionJP.
The iTransactionCommit or iTransactionAbort
retrieves the matching InnerTransactionJP from the
target TransactionContext in the ContextJPRegistry
and adds the commit joinpoint event or abort joinpoint
event, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. Developers
can use this kind of aspect to weave advice before, after,
or around entire transactions, either from a transaction
application client or application server perspective in
different transaction models (flat or nested).
OperationAspect extends TransactionAspect with
pointcuts for transaction operation as shown in Fig. 9.
They provide a way for applications to capture
arbitrarily complex operations, which define the
sequence of transaction operations that comprise the
transaction body. This aspect defines pointcuts to
demarcate the transaction operation scope, namely
BeforeTransactionOperation

and

AfterTransactionOperation.

The

BeforeTransactionOperation creates an OperatoinJP
and instantiates an OperationContext as shown in
Fig. 10. It exposes the before-operation event
joinpoint to the OperationJP and then adds the
OperationContext to the ContextJPRegistry. The
AfterTransactionOperation retrieves the matching
OperationJP from the OperationContext for the
current transaction in the ContextJPRegistry, and
exposes the after-operation event joinpoint to the

1

The transaction pointcut is initialized with a lowercase letter
that indicates where the joinpoint is located, (i) stands for inner
transaction; iTransactionBegin means inner begin transaction.
2
The transaction pointcut is initialized with a lowercase letter
that indicates where the joinpoint is located, (o) stands for outer
transaction; oTransactionBegin means outer begin transaction.

OperationJP. Developers can use this aspect to weave
advice before, after, or around a transaction operation.
LockAspect is derived from the TransactionAspect
and thereby inherits the locking and resource-locked
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Fig. 6

A code snippet of TransactionAspect.

Fig. 7

Extended parametrized-pointcuts in InnerOuterTransactionAspect.
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Fig. 8

A code snippet of InnerOuterTransactionAspect.

Fig. 9

Extended parameterized-pointcuts in TransactionOperationAspect.
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Fig. 10
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A code snippet of TransactionOperationAspect.

pointcuts, as shown in Fig. 11. It involves
setlock-event and release-event joinpoints to associate
and disassociate the specified resource to/from the
target
transaction.
It
defines
pointcuts
BeginRequestlock, EndRequestlock, HoldingResource,
and
ReleasingResource
that
crosscut
ConcurrencyControlJoinpointTracker to establish the
lock context. BeginRequestlock creates an instance of
LockingJP, exposes BeginlockEventJP to it,
instantiates a lock context, and then adds the context
to the ContextJPRegistry, as shown in Fig. 12. The
EndRequestlock retrieves the matching LockingJP
from the target LockContext in the ContextJPRegistry,
and exposes the EndlockEventJP to the LockingJP
when the request lock is granted or refused. The
HoldingResource creates a ResourceLockedJP and
exposes the hold-event joinpoint to it. It also retrieves
the matching lock context from ContextJPRegistry
and then adds the ResourceLockedJP to the lock
context in ContextJPRegistry. The ReleasingResource
retrieves the matching ResourceLockedJP from the
target LockContext in the ContextJPRegistry and then
exposes the release-event joinpoint to the
ResourcelockedJP and ends the locked resource.
Developers can use this aspect to weave advice before,

after, or around the entire locking perspective.
In DTPSs, the nested and concurrent transactions
may occur with multiple other hosts, i.e., transaction
in progress, which are also involved in a
multi-threaded process. The aspects can apply for a
transaction and keep track of the multiple concurrent
transactions by maintaining a collection of contexts. A
context for each transaction is maintained in terms of
its own current context and association with the
in-progress transaction.

5. Reusable and Application-Level Aspects
A developer can implement crosscutting concerns,
define transaction-related pointcuts, and weave advice
into any of above joinpoints by specializing the
corresponding abstract TransJ aspects that are shown
in yellow boxes in Fig. 3. TransJ implementation
provides generic advices in the base aspects that
follow the template method pattern [20]. Therefore,
the base aspects are implemented as abstract aspects to
contain the actual implementation of the template
advices and pointcuts. This allows developers to
quickly adapt them to the specific needs of their
application by reusing and integrating them into
existing or new applications. TransJ has to contain a
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Fig. 11

Extended parameterized-pointcuts in LockAspect.

Fig. 12

An aspect code snippet of Lock Aspect.
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reusable aspect library that supports AO features
derived from the base aspects. As an example, this
section describes the implementation of a reusable and
an application-level aspect that weaves performance
measurements in the distributed transaction
applications.
Aspect developers implement reusable aspects by
specializing the base aspects in TransJ. The reusable
aspects represent general crosscutting concerns
commonly found in distributed applications with
significant transaction requirements as mentioned
above. Table 1 lists the aspects currently in the
reusable aspects library and Fig. 13 shows part of the
implementation of one of them. This is called Total
Turn Around Time Monitor. TransJ provides a library
of reusable aspects for transaction-related crosscutting
concerns, like TransctionTurnAroundTime, that helps
programmers measure the responsiveness time. These
aspects allow programmers to adapt the reusable
aspects to new demands and to cope with the specific
needs of their application by overriding these methods.
TransJ library offers other reusable aspects the make
use of this and other reuse techniques to integrate
them easily into existing or new applications. We
expect that reusable aspects will continue to grow as
new generally-applicable transaction aspects are
discovered, implemented, and documented.
Table 1
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For discussion purposes, assume that the
performance measurements are a throughput and an
average-transaction response turnaround time statistic.
TransctionTurnAroundTime is an extension that
measures some performance-related statistics for
transactions between a client and application server
(e.g., JBoss Application Server). Also, assume that the
core application considers a transaction to be the
completion a set of sub-transactions. Consider a
transaction involving three sub-transactions. So, we
can measure throughput for a unit of time, 60 seconds,
by simply counting the number of these transactions
completed in that period. The average response
turnaround time is the average of time spans from
transaction begin times to transaction commit or abort
times.
First, notice how this advice is derived from
InnerOuterTransactionAspect and in doing so, it can
reuse its implementation of the transaction turnaround
time concept directly. Fig. 14 shows a snippet of code
that presents the implementation of measuring the
total turnaround time and throughput for a nested
transaction at the application level. As mentioned, the
developers can implement and add application-level
aspects into core application logic by reusing reusable
aspects or extending base aspects in TransJ. Second,
notice how the aspect is derived from Transaction Turn

Sample reusable crosscutting concerns in transactions.

Aspect name
Optimizer
Performance
anylazer
Notification
Authenticator
Audit trail
Logging By
transaction
JustIntime
Total turn around
time monitor

Description
Tracks workload based on the most likely behaviour of a transaction. It helps programmers to determine the
most efficient way to execute a transaction by considering the possible behaviours on shared resources.
Helps the programmer to analyze the vast amount of transaction resource accesses for improving the
application performance.
Allows the developer to activate alarms for critical errors, exceptions, time-based expiration, and invalid state.
Tracks consistent and secure transactions for handling authentication permissions in transaction domain.
Records a history of actions executed by transactions and users. It includes a chronological list of steps that are
required in order to begin a transaction, as well as bring it to completion. It records information such as who
has accessed a transaction, what operation was performed on it, when it was performed, and how the state was
changed.
Logs transaction context operations in a developer-defined format and domain.
Provides virtual helper methods for a transaction which help programmers share context information across
hosts when necessary.
Provides virtual helper methods for transactions which help programmers measure the responsiveness time by
overriding their aspects in application level.
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Fig. 13

A reusable-aspect code snippet of TransactionTurnAroundTime.

Fig. 14

Performance measure crosscutting concern.
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Around Time aspect and in doing so, it can reuse its
implementation of the transaction turnaround time
concept directly. Then, it adds some additional
behavior at the end of a transaction to compute the
average of the transaction responsiveness time
per-minute (60 seconds), i.e., efficiency.

6. Experimental Hypotheses
The theoretical ideas that underpin TransJ lead to
the eight concrete hypotheses. All of these hypotheses
have the same premise and refer to the metrics that
will be defined in a new extended quality model for
distributed applications. To determine whether TransJ
improves reusability without sacrificing performance,
the authors will conduct an experiment that tests the
following hypotheses:
(1) If transaction-related crosscutting concerns are
effectively modularized and encapsulated in TransJ
aspects, then the software has better encapsulation and
SoCs (Separation of Concerns) and less scattering
than equivalent systems developed with AOP design
techniques, especially AspectJ;
(2) If transaction-related crosscutting concerns are
effectively encapsulated in TransJ aspects, then the
software has a lower coupling than equivalent systems
developed with AOP design techniques, especially
AspectJ;
(3) If transaction-related crosscutting concerns are
effectively encapsulated in TransJ aspects, then the
software has higher cohesion and less tangling than
equivalent systems developed with AOP design
techniques, especially AspectJ;
(4) If transaction-related crosscutting concerns are
effectively encapsulated in TransJ aspects, then the
software is not significantly larger or complex than
equivalent systems developed with AOP design
techniques, especially AspectJ;
(5) If transaction-related crosscutting concerns are
effectively encapsulated in TransJ aspects, then the
software is significantly more oblivious than
equivalent systems developed with AOP design
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techniques, especially AspectJ;
(6) If transaction-related crosscutting concerns are
effectively encapsulated in TransJ aspects, then the
software would preserve or improve runtime
performance compared with equivalent systems
developed with AOP design techniques, especially
AspectJ;
(7) If transaction-related crosscutting concerns are
effectively encapsulated in TransJ aspects, then the
extension part, i.e., crosscutting concern, of the
software would require a smaller number of changes
to reuse compared to equivalent systems developed
with AOP design techniques, especially AspectJ;
(8) If TransJ provides a better modularization of
transaction-related crosscutting concerns, then the
development transaction system would be less
complicated and more readable. Thus, software
development efficiency would be increased, so that
the system would be created faster than equivalent
systems developed with AOP design techniques. In
other words, the total programmer’s working time
should be shorter than the development time of
analogous systems developed with AOP techniques,
especially AspectJ.
For the moment, proposing the complete
implementation of an extension to AspectJ that
performs the expected weaving and tracks
transaction-related context information—the abstract
independent framework for basic weaving into
high-level abstractions—are sufficiently interesting
and potentially beneficial to dominate our immediate
attention. Our next steps are to test the stated
hypotheses through performing a preliminary
experiment to validate whether each hypothesis is true
or false.

7. Related Work
All ideas, concepts and approaches investigated in
this section intersect with a broad spectrum of
research projects on transactional systems,
transactional aspects, reusable AO frameworks,
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application-level aspects and interactions. We offer
some relevant research in this section.
Kiczales et al. 
[3], introduced the idea of weaving
logic for crosscutting concerns into core applications
was introduced over 15 years ago, and their work
stems from even earlier research with inheritance,
aggregation, and mix-ins 
[2]. Like all great ideas, the
heart of the weaving solution is relatively
straightforward—modularize concerns into first-class
constructs, find the right place(s) to introduce
appropriate logic from those constructs, and the either
insert code that executes the new logic unconditional
(because it can be determined to always be needed) or
insert code that makes a final decision about executing
the new code at runtime. Raza et al., present the
design and implementation of a new AOPL
framework, called CommJ, which is an extension to
AspectJ for enabling programmers to encapsulate
communication-related crosscutting concerns in
modular, cohesive and loosely coupled aspects [21].
CommJ allows developers to weave crosscutting
concerns into IPC (inter-process communications) in a
modular and reusable way, while keeping the core
functionality oblivious to those concerns. This is in
many respects, we found some conceptual similarity
with this design approach to our work, but we have a
different goal in that it addresses how to weave
transaction-related
crosscutting
concerns
into
high-level runtime abstractions, i.e., distributed
transactions. Additionally, TransJ framework
provides low-level distributed aspects that perform the
expected weaving and track of context information.
We believe this to be feasible because it is similar to
the technique used by CommJ to add
communication-related aspects to AspectJ. It also
clearly defines transaction primitives for the DTPS
that defines interesting joinpoints relative to
transaction execution and related contexts for the
woven logic of crosscutting concerns. Therefore, we
believe our work that is concerned to pave the way for
the weaving of crosscutting concerns into high-level

program abstractions that span multiple threads of
execution and may be interleaved with concurrent
execution of similar the abstraction. It also can define
more reusable aspects, which not only can be
extended, but can also be combined to build more
complex types of transaction concerns.
Implementing
transaction-related
crosscutting
functionality do not fit efficiently into OOP, which
leads to an unnecessary code duplication, a complex
code, a decrease in software quality, and an increase
in product errors and bugs [40]. Several research
works are currently underway to explore the
feasibility of AOP techniques to deal with the
concepts of transaction in various scenarios [5], such
as Ref. [37]. The case study proposed in Ref.[24],
promises to be a perfect candidate that may serve as a
benchmark for evaluating the new AOP approaches,
the expressivity of AOP languages, the performance
of AOP environments, and the suitability of AO
modeling notations. This research presents a language
independent decomposition of the ACID (Atomicity,
Consistency, Isolation and Durability) properties of
transactions into a set of fine-grained aspects, i.e.,
base aspects, each one providing a well-defined
reusable functionality. It then shows how these
aspects can be configured and composed in different
ways to achieve various concurrency control and
recovery strategies for the transactional object.
Therefore, this framework enables the design of
various concurrency control and recovery concerns
through the configuration and composition of these
new aspects. However, other concerns, such as
transaction life-cycle management, are only primarily
supported and badly modularized, and as a result, their
functionality cut through the design of the other
aspects of the framework. Motivated by these, Kienzle
was taken the case study one step further. In Refs.[23],
he presents a language-independent framework that
provides the runtime support for transactions, called
AspectOptima. It uses AO technology to decompose
transaction models and their implementations into
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many individual reusable aspects. In other words, it
consists of a collection of ten base aspects that can be
configured to guarantee the ACID properties for the
transactional object [33]. However, this purpose of
this research is not produced implementations for a
specific transaction standard like JTA, or a reference
implementations.
In comparing with AspectOptima, the TransJ
discusses the composition of transaction abstractions
by separating out the definition of transactions from
the definition of other aspects using general-purpose
abstract transaction concepts, i.e., high-level
abstractions, each one providing a well-defined
reusable functionality. We believe our work enables
better reuse, encapsulation and obliviousness for
transaction-related crosscutting concerns. On the other
hand, TransJ serves for a more practical purpose. It
provides a transaction joinpoint model, which is not
the only contribution of this research. In addition, it
proposes a new context concept to act as meta-data
model for encapsulating the transaction-related
information. Furthermore, the research adds new
abstract concepts, which correspond to the transaction
primitives in JTA and AspectJ frameworks, enable the
design of various application-level aspects through the
configuration and composition of reusable and base
aspects. In short, TransJ the only work required by
developers to acquire the functionality provided by
application-level aspects are to bind their application
classes to the appropriate aspects. This requires no
knowledge of the inner working of TransJ.
In Ref. [25], Sadat-Mohtasham provides a design,
and implement Transactional Pointcuts as a
realization of the new model in the AspectJ language.
He also proposes a new joinpoint model, based on the
pointcut-advice model and a new construct, transcut,
which selects sets of interrelated joinpoints and reifies
them into higher-level joinpoints that can be advised.
The authors have extended abc’s existing joinpoint
matching infrastructure for transcut matching by
implementing the appropriate subclasses (for the new
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type of shadow, new pointcuts, etc.,) and by advising
the right joinpoints to adapt the behavior of some of
the existing components in the context of transcut
matching. If a transcut matches a shadow, an advice
application object is created to be applied to the
shadow in the weaving phase. All three major types of
advice (i.e., around, after, and before) are supported
for transcuts. There are some differences between
transactional pointcut model and our work.
Transactional pointcut relies on static analysis only
and, therefore, is inherently imprecise. Our model uses
an interval joinpoints (execution-time joinpoint model)
to determine when an advice should stratify. Also, the
TransJ designation and advice model complies with
the existing dynamic pointcut-advice model in
AspectJ, which made it possible for integration and
interaction with an AOPL, such as AspectJ.
On the other hand, the authors discuss dynamic
meta-model annotations to add well-separated
concerns. The authors share some design similarities
for TransJ that is joinpoints in transcut is identified as
part of a bigger context and in relation to other
joinpoints. TransJ design principles include a similar
concept for implementing transaction patterns using
AspectJ, but the TransJ handles transactions in
high-level transaction abstractions rather than
low-level abstractions. It allows to encapsulate the
transaction concerns from core application
functionality
with
writing
reusable
and
application-level transaction aspects as explained in
TransJ. In addition, it already provides a set of
reusable aspects and has the ability to compose and
configure the application-level aspects.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper took the necessary steps to introduce the
notation of transaction-aware aspects to incorporate
transaction-related crosscutting concerns into an
AspectJ framework, namely TransJ. TransJ is an
independent abstraction framework that uses aspects
as main abstractions and proposes a model for
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distributed transaction aspects and transaction
joinpoints for weaving crosscutting concerns into
transaction abstractions. Thus, it allows developers to
encapsulate transaction-related crosscutting concerns
in reusable modules, i.e., the reusable library that
consists of reusable transaction aspects and doubles as
a proof of concepts, since these aspects can be directly
applied to a wide range of existing transaction
applications. It then shows how these reusable aspects
can be configured and composed in different ways to
encapsulate new concerns at application-level.
We believe that TransJ is capable of encapsulating
a wide range of transaction-related crosscutting
concerns in aspects. We hope to get empirical
evidence of the TransJ’s value by increasing the
number of aspects in the reusable aspects and by
continuing to expand the number and types of
applications that use TransJ.
Our next steps are to perform a preliminary

wide

in

reuse

without

sacrificing

to expand the number and types of applications that
use TransJ.
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